IMMERGAS SE

HYDRONIC HEATING BOILERS
The heart of any heating system

A brand leader in Europe, Immergas is an Italian company at the forefront of the
hydronic heating market with a presence in over 30 countries, who now offer a
range tailor made to the Australian market.
An integral part of the Immergas philosophy is innovation and with a Research and Development Centre continually
committed to the continuous growth and development of its products, you can be assured of the highest standards in
both quality and technology
Being an Italian made product, not only are Immergas boilers high quality and reliable, a great emphasis is placed on
aesthetics too. The SE, with a slimline depth of only 250mm and minimalist in design, complements any home interior
or combined with a specially designed case, can be installed externally and out of sight.
Though the Immergas SE is a standard efficiency boiler, its energy rating is still over 87%. For increased energy
efficiency consider the Immergas Intec HE range with ratings over 96%.
Regardless of the Immergas product you choose, you can be confident that they all have one thing in common
– innovative technology, reliability and durability.
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IMMERGAS
IMMERGAS SE HEAT ONLY BOILER
The Immergas Heat Only boiler, whilst not a High Efficiency
condensing boiler, can still offer great energy ratings of over 87%.
It is the only slimline model on the market, with a depth of only
250mm, it makes siting of the boiler easy; its simple styling enables
it to blend seamlessly into any home interior. It is fitted with a 7m
Grundfos pump which allows for faster flow rates resulting in a
faster heat up time of the heating system.

Immergas Internal Boiler - Dimensions

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Sealed room fan assisted 36KW output
Compact Dimensions for ease of siting
Automatic system by-pass
Performance and self diagnostic display
Electronic control board; microprocessor driven
Standard horizontal flue kit (vertical flue extra)
Standard frost protection up to -5C
High performance Grundfos 7m pump
Internal or external model
Available in Natural and LPG
Optional Intelligent External Controller with outside sensor (CARv2)

Immergas External Boiler - Dimensions

CONTROL PANEL
Great attention has been paid to the design and operation of the Immergas boiler control panel; the brief
of the Design department was to combine ease of use with an attractive design. The control panel (that
universally reflects the shape of a smile) easily combines function and form with an easy to use yet highly
technological appealing control panel.

Manufactured in Italy with a standard 3 year warranty, upgradable to 5 years with the purchase of a Premier Pack
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